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AbstractThe instabilities that are believed to play an important role in the supernova mech-anism are reviewed. We then investigate the dynamics of two of these instabilities,prompt convection and neutron ngers, and its consequences for the supernova out-come. We nd that prompt convection occurs immediately after shock propagation andis primarily entropy driven. A number of detailed one-dimensional spherically symmet-ric simulations of prompt convection are performed using a mixing length algorithmin a code coupling the core hydrodynamics with multigroup ux-limited diusion ofneutrinos of all types. We nd that prompt convection does not have a signicant eecton the neutrino luminosities or spectra and, furthermore, that the core is not amenableto shock revival at this time. Consequently, we do not nd that prompt convection isimportant for the supernova mechanism. Our analysis of neutron ngers begins witha simple model of doubly diusive instabilities, applicable to salt and water, and isthen extended to describe matter and neutrinos in a postshock core. The equationsdescribing the stability of the latter are nonlinear, requiring a numerical approach.However, on general grounds, we nd that, in the usual thermodynamic setting thatgets established beneath the neutrinospheres in the postshock core, there is a criticalvalue of Y`, depending on  and s, below which matter is stable to doubly diusiveinstabilities. Above this critical value, numerous numerical experiments show that thepostshock core is most likely stable or, at worst, unstable to semiconvection ratherthan neutron ngers. We therefore conclude that the core is unlikely at any time tobe unstable to neutron ngers and, consequently, that the latter play no role in thesupernova mechanism.1 IntroductionIn the last thirty years, a number of groups have devoted their research eorts to determiningthe mechanism by which the collapse of the iron core of an evolved massive star gives rise toa supernova. This problem has not yet been solved in the sense that, on the basis of realisticnumerical simulations, two or more groups do not yet agree on the success of a particularmechanism. While the solution may not be in hand, our understanding of many facets ofthe problem has deepened considerably. With the advances in the equation of state andweak interaction physics, the renements in the techniques of hydrodynamics and neutrinotransport simulation, and the availablity of detailed progenitor models, the last decade anda half may be said to have molded supernova theory into its modern form. Unfortunately,the last decade and a half has also seen the failure of two explosion mechanism paradigms.The supernova scenario begins when the iron core of an evolved massive star becomesunstable to gravitational collapse. During collapse, the core splits into a homologously and2
subsonically collapsing inner core and a supersonically collapsing outer core. The stieningof nuclear matter above saturation density causes the inner core to rebound and to generatean outwardly propagating shock wave near its outer edge. This shock must ultimately beresponsible for reversing and ejecting the outer infalling layers of the star, giving rise to thesupernova. However, because the shock generated by core bounce does not propagate outand immediately disrupt the star in all of the realistic numerical simulations that have beencarried out thusfar, we have our \rst" paradigm failure in supernova theory, i.e., a failureof the \prompt" supernova mechanism.Prior to its passage through the outer core, the matter in the outer core consists of lowentropy, tightly bound iron-like nuclei supersonically infalling toward the shock. This isunfriendly terrain for the shock because the shock, if it is to propagate through the outercore, must completely dissociate these nuclei to free nucleons (and to alpha particles fartherout). This results in a very low ratio of P to E across the shock, where P is the matterpressure and E is the internal energy (E includes the energy needed to dissociate thenuclei, which does not contribute much to the pressure). Moreover, when the shock reachesthe neutrinosphere (shock breakout), electron neutrinos, which are generated by electroncapture on the shock liberated protons, carry energy and leptons away from the postshockmatter, reducing its energy and pressure. The combination of thermal dissociation andneutrino losses weakens the shock and eventually causes it to stall [1] [2] [3]. To avoid astalled shock, the inner core would have to be very large at bounce in order for a strongshock to be generated far out in the core. This is precluded by the extensive deleptonizationundergone by the inner core during infall, as revealed by simulations incorporating realisticneutrino interactions and transport [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13].With the discovery that the bounce shock evolves to become an accretion shock, it wasalso realized that the stage is set for a shock reheating mechanism, whereby neutrino energydeposition via neutrino absorption by the nucleons behind the shock reenergizes it, causingit to move outward and, ultimately, to eject the outer layers of the star [14] [15] [16] [17]. Thecritical region in the core for shock reheating is the region between the neutrinosphere and theshock. In this region, infalling matter in the presence of an almost radial outwardly directedneutrino ow undergoes net cooling near the neutrinosphere (as a result of a preponderanceof emission over absorption) and net heating farther out near the shock [8] [18]. These twosubregions are separated by a \neutral" surface, where cooling balances heating. The radiusof this surface is referred to as the \gain radius." The existence and location of this gainradius are important to the neutrino reheating of the postshock matter and the possibilityof reviving the shock. Once the matter has fallen below the gain radius, it undergoes netcooling, and there is no hope of reversing its infall. Infall must be reversed above the gainradius. 3
A recent analysis [19] has shown what has long been suspected: in spherical symmetrythere is a critical neutrino luminosity, which depends on the mass accretion ux, above whichneutrino energy deposition in the postshock region can \power" a supernova. Prior to thisanalysis, it was already known from detailed numerical simulations that, near the criticalluminosity, small changes in the neutrino luminosities resulted in large changes in the nalsupernova energies [20] [21] [22]. In fact, no recent realistic numerical simulations of theshock reheating phase produce explosions unless the neutrino luminosity is boosted by someother mechanism, such as convection below the neutrinosphere [8] [9] [12], or unless theeciency of neutrino energy deposition is increased by convection above the neutrinosphere[18] [23] [24]. 1 This is the \second" paradigm failure in supernova theory, i.e., the failure ofthe \delayed shock" mechanism.Indeed, several hydrodynamic instabilites develop immediately after core bounce andshock propagation. Moreover, the rapid onset of x-ray and gamma ray emission fromSN1987A, the outward mixing of 56Ni (observed as high velocity 56Fe), and the asymme-try of the explosion are evidence that convective mixing in SN1987A and, presumably, othersupernovae has occurred at some point during the explosion. (For a review, see [33].) Cal-culations of the mixing that would be expected from Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at thechemical interfaces of the progenitor star [34] [35] and the energy deposition eects of 56Niand 56Co radioactive decay [36] indicate that this mixing is insucient to explain the ob-served mixing in SN 1987A, unless these instabilities are seeded by instabilities occurring inthe early stages of the explosion [37].The failure of unassisted neutrino transport to generate explosions, the development ofhydrodynamic instabilities shortly after core bounce and shock propagation, and the evidencethat the observed convective mixing in SN 1987A must have been seeded by instabilitiesoccurring early in the explosion have stimulated a number of suggestions that convection maybe essential to the explosion mechanismper se. These suggestions fall into three basic classes,corresponding to the three qualitatively distinct modes of convection that may develop duringthe shock reheating epoch. These modes of convection and their purported eect on theexplosion mechanism are: (1) Prompt convection, which occurs in regions near and below theneutrinosphere and arises immediately after the passage of the shock [21] [22] [24] [38] [39] [40][41] [42]. This convection is initially driven by negative entropy gradients that get imprintedon the outer core by the weakening shock. Shortly thereafter, a convective region may develop1We note that these simulations have all approximated the neutrino transport with ux-limited diusion.The potential problems of ux-limited diusion in a medium with sharp density and velocity gradients havebeen discussed in the literature [7] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]. Moreover, neutrino opacities in high densitymatter may be subject to signicant many-body corrections, which have yet to be accurately computed. Ourrecently developed Boltzmann transport code [13] [31] [32] should resolve the uncertainties associated withux-limiting. 4
in which the convection is driven by the negative lepton gradient that arises just below theneutrinosphere following the e losses that accompany shock breakout. Multidimensionalhydrodynamics simulations of this convective mode have shown that the convection thatdevelops in unstable regions can, in extreme cases, become transonic during the rst tensof milliseconds after bounce. This convection is short lived, however, because the negativeentropy gradients, which provide much of the driving force, are not sustained by heating frombelow and are quickly reduced by the convective mixing. Prompt convection is claimed toincrease the e and/or e luminosities and thereby act as a `trigger' to initiate the explosion.(2) \Neutron ngers" (the astrophysics analog of salt ngers), a doubly diusive instability,may arise in regions where negative lepton gradients are stabilized against convection bypositive entropy gradients, provided a perturbed uid element thermally equilibrates with thebackground faster than it equlibrates chemically. Because neutrinos mediate the equilibrationof a perturbed uid element with the background and because there are six neutrino typesthat transport energy and only two that transport leptons, it has been argued that thermalequilibration is indeed faster than chemical (i.e., lepton) equilibration in the core. Followingprompt convection, the entropy gradient in the core becomes nonnegative while a negativelepton gradient, which is initially conned to the region immediately below the e-sphere,extends deeper into the core, possibly to the core center, by the outward diusion of leptons.The mixing of the core by the neutron nger instability advects leptons to the vicinity of thee-sphere and thereby increases the e luminosity. The possible role that this instability mayplay in producing an explosion has been emphasized by Wilson and Mayle [12] [43] [44] [45].(3) An entropy driven convection between the gain radius and the shock, fueled by neutrinoheating [18] [21] [23] [24] [46] [47]. Convective ows in this region will have a minimaleect on the neutrino luminosities per se because the matter in this region is transparentto neutrinos. However, the convection will rapidly transport energy from just above thegain radius, where the neutrino heating is most rapid, to the vicinity of the shock, where itcan do work on the infalling layers of matter exterior to the shock. Furthermore, the large-scale convective ow, as seen in multidimensional hydrodynamics simulations, will establishdownward directed cooling ows that will continue and, in turn, be eciently heated, evenas the explosion begins. While the rst two instabilities have been credited with increasingthe neutrino luminosities, entropy driven convection above the gain radius should increasethe neutrino energy deposition eciency for a given luminosity.In this article, we present current results of our investigation of the hydrodynamic in-stabilities that develop following stellar core collapse and the role these instabilities play inthe explosion mechanism. We describe in detail the prompt convection that develops nearand below the neutrinosphere shortly after shock breakout. Unlike convection outside theneutrinosphere, mixing length theory is a reasonable description of prompt convection be-5
low the neutrinosphere, which allows us to incorporate it in our one-dimensional sphericallysymmetric simulations, where all of the microphysics is treated in great detail. (This isto be contrasted with two- and three-dimensional simulations, where the hydrodynamics isstate of the art but the neutrino transport and neutrino-matter interaction are by neces-sity oversimplied.) Therefore, we have extended Bruenn's multigroup ux-limited diusioncode [7] [48] to include convection in a mixing length approximation that will be describedbelow, and, with this extended code, we have carried out numerous simulations, with andwithout convection, well beyond shock stagnation. We also give some preliminary results ofour investigation of the neutron nger instability. This investigation has been carried outboth analytically (in the linear regime) and numerically (in the nonlinear regime).2 Prompt Convection2.1 Convective InstabilityThe matter in the convectively unstable regions of interest to us in this report, i.e., thematter in the vicinity of and below the neutrinospheres, is hot enough and dense enoughto be equilibrated with respect to the strong and electromagnetic interactions. Weak in-teraction equilibrium is achieved at a deeper point below the neutrinospheres. Strong andelectromagnetic equilibration ensures that nuclear statistical equilibrium is achieved, whichmeans that the composition and thermodynamic state of the matter depend only on (1)the few quantities with nontrivial values that are conserved during these interactions (i.e.,baryon number, electron number, and energy) and (2) external constraints (i.e., volume).From these quantities, we can construct three independent variables, which we take to bethe density, , the specic internal energy, , and the electron fraction, Ye. At a deep enoughpoint below the neutrinosphere, neutrinos are equilibrated with the matter, and the neutri-nos and the matter should be treated as one uid. In this case, the lepton fraction shouldreplace the electron fraction as the appropriate independent variable, and the energy shouldrefer to both the matter and the neutrinos.For the discussion of convective mixing near the neutrinosphere, which we consider inthe next section, ,  and Ye are the most useful independent variables. On the other hand,for the discussion of convective stability that we present here, it is more useful to adopt anequivalent description of the thermodynamic state and composition of the matter in whichs, Ye, and the pressure, P , are regarded as independent variables.A given matter element can exchange energy and leptons with its surroundings by neu-trino diusion. Therefore, its entropy and electron fraction relative to its surroundings canchange. (The element is always assumed to be pressure equilibrated with its surroundings.)6
A uid in which entropy and electron fraction (i.e., composition) gradients have been estab-lished and in which diusion processes transporting energy and leptons can occur is subjectto a variety of instabilities. Which, if any, of these instabilites will be relevant in a given situ-ation depends on the values of the entropy and electron fraction gradients and the energy andlepton diusion rates (for example, see [49]). Several limiting cases have become standard inthe discussion and treatment of convection in astrophysics. In the limit of zero energy andlepton diusion, a convecting element will move with constant entropy and electron fraction.Under these circumstances, if a displaced element nds itself with a density relative to itssurroundings that gives rise to buoyancy forces tending to amplify the displacement, theuid is unstable to \Ledoux" convection. If the lepton gradient is zero or if lepton diusionis fast enough to keep the element lepton equilibrated with its surroundings, a displacedelement nding itself unstable against further displacement will give rise to \Schwarzschild"convection. Less familiar types of convection can arise in the presence of both energy andlepton diusion, which we will discuss later in this report.In our investigation of prompt convection, we are interested in the rapid convection thatoccurs immediately after shock propagation through the outer core. We therefore makethe approximation that energy and lepton transport is negligible and consider convectivestability in the Ledoux approximation. In the presence of entropy (s) and electron fraction(Ye) gradients, convective instability in the Ledoux approximation arises when a uid elementdisplaced at constant s and Ye and in pressure equilibrium with its surroundings experiencesbuoyancy forces that tend to amplify the displacement; i.e., when( @ ln @ lnYe )s;P (d lnYedr ) + (@ ln @ ln s )Ye;P (d ln sdr ) > 0; (1)where (d ln sdr ) and (d lnYedr ) are the logarithmic gradients of s and Ye present in the core. In ournumerical simulations, convection is turned on whenever inequality (1) is satised, providedthe region in question is interior to the gain radius. This criterion ensures that only promptconvection and its eects are modeled here and that the entropy driven convection betweenthe gain radius and the shock is excluded.In examining inequality (1), we rst note that the coecients of the logarithmic gradientsof s and Ye, i.e., ( @ ln@ lnYe )s;P and (@ ln@ ln s )Ye;P , are negative for all conditions of interest here. Thiswas determined by computing these coecients on a representative grid of , s, and Ye usingboth the Lattimer-Swesty [50] and the Cooperstein-BCK [51] [52] [53] equations of state andimplies that a gradient in either s or Ye must be negative to be destabilizing.Next, consider the ratio of ( @ ln @ lnYe )s;P to (@ ln@ ln s )Ye;P , which we denote by R. The value of Rdetermines the relative importance of (d ln sdr ) versus (d lnYedr ) for driving convection. WhenR is7
large, a negative logarithmic gradient in Ye is more important. When R is small, a negativelogarithmic gradient in s is more important. For matter in nuclear statistical equilibrium,Figure 1 shows R as a function of  for values of s from 2 to 10, where s is the dimensionlessentropy per baryon. It is evident that R decreases rapidly with increasing s, particularlyfor densities above 1010 g cm 3. R is small at large s because most of the pressure is due toPb, the baryon pressure, for s  8 and to Prad, the pressure of electron-positron pairs andphotons, for s  8. At large s, both Pb and Prad, which are functions of , s, and Ye, arestrongly dependent on s but only weakly dependent on Ye. Hence, a change in Ye causes amuch smaller change in P than the same relative change in s and, therefore, a much smallerchange in  after the uid element pressure equilibrates with its surroundings. On the otherhand, at small s, most of the pressure comes from Pe, the pressure of degenerate electrons,while the entropy resides largely in nuclear excited states, which contribute no pressure. Pis therefore strongly dependent on Ye but only weakly dependent on s. In this case, a changein Ye produces a much larger change in a uid element's density, after pressure equilibration,than the same relative change in s.Figure 1 shows that at densities above 1011 g cm 3, which obtains for matter below theneutrinospheres, R is very small at high entropy { less than 0:1 for s > 8. Moreover,negative gradients in s and Ye arise from shock stagnation and deleptonization, respectively,in the high-entropy postshock matter. Therefore, given the presence of negative gradientsin both s and Ye, we conclude that gradients in s will be the dominant driving force forprompt convection. However, if we consider the time evolution, the establishment of promptconvection will quickly level the negative gradients in s, while the deleptonization at thee-sphere will continuously maintain a negative gradient in Ye immediately below it. Thus,entropy driven convection will give way in a short time to a less vigorous Ye-driven convection,unless the latter is entropy stabilized.2.2 Numerical MethodsIn order to simulate prompt convection, we have added a convection algorithm to our multi-group ux-limited diusion radiation hydrodynamics code. The code is described in detailin [7] [32] [48]. Here we conne ourselves to giving a brief description of our convectionalgorithm, referring the reader to [54] for a more detailed description. In what follows, zonecenters in mass (we use a Lagrangian description for the hydrodynamics) will be labeledwith a half-integer index, i + 1=2, and all quantities that are dened at a zone center willhave half-integer{index subscripts. Zone edges will be labeled with an integer index, i, andquantities that are dened at a zone edge will have integer-index subscripts.Convection involves upward and downward matter motions on scales between molecularscales and scales associated with the stellar core. The matter motions in a convectively un-8
stable region are expected to (1) transport and mix quantities associated with the matter, (2)transport and mix neutrinos strongly coupled to the matter, (3) add a turbulent componentto the pressure, and (4) transform gravitational potential energy to turbulent and thermalenergy. To model these eects, we begin by noting that the convectively unstable regions ofinterest are in nuclear statistical equilibrium and the composition and thermodynamic stateof the matter can be taken to depend on just , , and Ye, as discussed above. The convectivetransport and mixing of these quantities completely species the eect of convection on thecomposition and thermodynamic state of the matter.To model the transport and mixing of , Ye, and the neutrinos advected with the matter(here we do not include  because the change in  for a given mass shell, due to convection, isnot computed in the convection algorithm but in the hydrodynamics code, which computesthe pressure equilibration of the zone after mixing (see [54])), we begin with a simple schemein which the ux of a quantity Q into zone i+ 1=2 from zone i  1=2 through zone edge i isgiven by qivC i, where vC i is the convection velocity at i and qi is the density of Q at i. Weassume that qi = qi 1=2, which is sometimes referred to as the \donor cell" approximation.While this approximation is known to be numerically diusive, we justify its use on itssimplicity, ease of coding, and on the fact that it overestimates the eects of convectivemixing. If warranted, a more accurate scheme can be developed. In practice, we modifyequation qi = qi 1=2 if the quantity q changes in being transported from zone i  1=2 to zonei+ 1=2. For example, the specic internal energy of the matter decreases due to expansionas the matter moves outward. A similar prescription applies for computing the ux of aquantity Q into zone i+ 1=2 from zone i+ 3=2 through the zone edge i+ 1.With the above considerations in mind, let (Ye)i+1=2, i+1=2, and  (0)i 1=2( k) denote,respectively, the change in a time step, due to convection, in the electron fraction, (Ye)i+1=2,the specic internal energy, i+1=2, and the zeroth angular moment,  (0)i 1=2( k), of the neu-trino occupation function for neutrinos of energy  k. Then, our prescriptions for computingthese changes are(Ye)i+1=2 = mimi+1=2 [(Ye)i 1=2   (Ye)i+1=2] + mi+1mi+1=2 [((Ye)i+3=2   Ye)i+1=2]; (2)i+1=2 = mimi+1=2 [(i+1=2; si 1=2; Ye i 1=2)  i+1=2]+ mi+1mi+1=2 [(i+1=2; si+3=2; Ye i+3=2)  i+1=2]; (3)and 9
 (0)i+1=2( k) = mimi+1=2 [ (0)i 1=2!i+1=2( k)   (0)i+1=2( k)]+ mi+1mi+1=2 [ (0)i+3=2!i+1=2( k)   (0)i+1=2( k)]: (4)Equation (4) is used only if ri+1=2  12[ri + ri+1] < r sphere( k); (5)otherwise,  (0)i+1=2( k) = 0: (6)The quantity mi in equations (2){(4) is the amount of mass that crosses the zone edge atri in a time step t and is given bymi = 2r2i ivC it: (7)The convection velocity, vC i, is computed using mixing length theory [55], and the fac-tor of 2 (rather than 4) accounts for the fact that convection involves matter motions inboth directions; thus, only half of the matter moving across a given zone edge is movingin a given direction, the other half is moving in the opposite direction. The quantities(i+1=2; si 1=2; Ye i 1=2) and (i+1=2; si+3=2; Ye i+3=2) in equation (3) are the internal energiesof the matter after being transported at constant s and Ye from zone i  1=2 to zone i+1=2and from zone i+3=2 to zone i+1=2, respectively, in accordance with the Ledoux criterion.The quantities  (0)i 1=2!i+1=2( k) and  (0)i+3=2!i+1=2( k) in equation (4) are given by (0)i 1=2!i+1=2( k) =  (0)i 1=2((i+1=2=i 1=2)1=3 k) (8)and  (0)i+3=2!i+1=2( k) =  (0)i+3=2((i+1=2=i+3=2)1=3 k) (9)and represent the shift in the energy spectrum of the neutrinos that advect with the matter10
from zone i   1=2 to zone i + 1=2 and from zone i + 3=2 to zone i + 1=2, respectively.The discretized version of equations (8) and (9) that we use in our algorithm is given byequation (B8) of [7]. In any convection algorithm, it is important to include the energy shiftof neutrinos advected by the matter. Failure to do so can lead to unphysically hard neutrinospectra at the outer boundary of a convective zone. For neutrinos of a given type and energy, k, equation (6) is used if inequality (5) is not satised, which is simply the condition thatneutrinos of a given type and energy are advected with the matter only if they lie belowtheir neutrinosphere. Finally, we note that volume averaging rather than mass averaging inequation (4) would be technically correct. Here the two averages are equivalent because thedensity of the mass elements that are mixed is the same.We turn now to the eects of convection on the matter pressure and energy. We assumethat the turbulent kinetic energy is isotropic. Following Fraley [56], we add a termP turbi+1=2 = i+1=213[(vC)2i + (vC)i(vC)i+1 + (vC)2i+1] (10)to the matter pressure in both the Euler equation and the internal energy equation. Inequation (10), our averaging assumes that the turbulent velocity varies linearly across azone.An equation for the turbulent kinetic energy is derived by Fraley ([56]; his equation(10)). If we assume that we are in a steady state and neglect the diusion of turbulentenergy beyond the convectively unstable region, the surviving eects are the energy transferto the turbulent eddies by the buoyancy driving forces and the viscous dissipation of thisenergy to heat. We assume that the local rate of energy transfer to the turbulent eddies isequal to the local production of heat. Therefore, we add a specic-energy source term to theinternal energy equation, given bySturbi+1=2 = 12(Sturbi + Sturbi+1 ); (11)where Sturbi = gi <  >i< vC >ii : (12)In equation (12), g is the gravitational acceleration, <  > is the average dierence indensity between a convecting uid element and its surroundings, and < vC > is the averageconvection velocity. The latter two quantities are computed using mixing length theory.11
2.3 ResultsTo investigate prompt convection in detail, we have performed a number of numerical sim-ulations with the code described in Section 2.2. We began with several precollapse modelsand evolved each of them through core collapse, bounce, shock propagation and stagnation.In some cases, we repeated this calculation with the same precollapse model but dierentequations of state. Each of the resulting postbounce models had one or more entropy unsta-ble regions that had been established by the stagnating shock and a lepton unstable regionproduced by the prompt deleptonization burst at the e-sphere. We then evolved each ofthese postbounce models in time, once with convection and once without (as a reference).The result of one set of simulations, based on a 20M of Nomoto [35] and evolved using theLattimer-Swesty equation of state, was described in Bruenn and Mezzacappa [57]. Severalother sets of simulations will be described in Bruenn and Mezzacappa [54]. Here we willdescribe the results of a set of simulations initiated from a postbounce model evolved from a15M precollapse model of Woosley et al. [58] using the Lattimer-Swesty equation of statewith a value of 180 MeV for the nuclear incompressibility,KS . Hereafter, we will denote thismodel by `WPE15 ls (180).'In Figure 2, we show the s and Ye proles for model WPE15 ls (180) at the time whenour simulations of prompt shock convection were initiated. The entropy prole from radiusr = 10 km to r = 30 km exhibits a rapid increase with r, which was produced by thestrengthening shock as the shock absorbed the pressure waves generated by the reboundinginner core immediately following core bounce. From r = 30 km to the shock radius (r  87km), the entropy prole exhibits the eects of both a weakening shock, which impartedsmaller and smaller entropy increments to the shocked matter, and the damped oscillationsof the inner core, which alternately generated pressure and rarefaction waves, strengtheningand weakening the shock, respectively. The Ye prole is characterized by a trough, with aminimum at r = 55 km just below the e-sphere. This trough resulted from the maximumin the deleptonization rate in the vicinity of the e-sphere.. The convectively unstable regionat this time extends from r = 29:6 km to r = 57:3 km, which is almost identical with theradial extent of the negative entropy gradient and comprises a mass of 0:28M. Despite theinward extension of the negative Ye gradient to r = 20 km, the region between r = 20 kmand r = 29:6 km is stabilized by the positive gradient in s { the latter has a much greatereect on stability than the former, as discussed earlier.Dierences in the neutrino luminosities between the simulation with convection and theone without are time dependent and neutrino-type dependent but, for the most part, areinsignicant. This is evident in Figure 3, where we plot the neutrino luminosities at  =1012 g cm 3 (below the -spheres) and at r = 1000 km (above the -spheres). In general, thedierences in the RMS neutrino energies are even smaller, as seen in Figure 4. Returning12
to Figure 3, an important feature to note is the considerably larger e and e luminositiesabove their respective neutrinospheres relative to the luminosities below. This feature, whilepronounced here, is even more pronounced in the simulations that we have initiated fromother models. The implication is that much of the e and e sources are located at thee-sphere and e-sphere, respectively. This is conrmed by e and e luminosity proles(not shown here), which exhibit sharp rises at the e-sphere and e-sphere, respectively.The e and e sources are fueled by the inward advection of heat and leptons by matteraccreting onto the protoneutron star. This trend is not followed by the  and  neutrinos,because their sources lie considerably below their neutrinospheres, where the pair productionprocess is maximized by the much higher temperatures there. It is frequently argued thatconvection will enhance the neutrino luminosities because the inverse of the ratio of theconvective crossing time of a uid element in an unstable region and the neutrino diusiontime in that region may be a factor of two or more for vigorous convection. However, thisargument only applies if the convective region lies above the neutrino sources and below theneutrinospheres. Only then is the convection in a position to increase the transport ratebetween the two. The argument does not apply to the considerable fraction of the e and eluminosities that arise from sources already located at their respective neutrinospheres.More insight into the negligible eect (and negligible potential eect) of prompt con-vection on the neutrino luminosities and the subsequent evolution of the core is gained byexamining Figure 5, which shows the neutrinosphere radii, gain radii, shock radii, mass ac-cretion rate, and location of the convectively unstable regions as a function of time. Promptconvection occurs for a total of about 63 msec, during which convection velocities initiallyreach about 20% of the local sound velocity and then taper o, being considerably reducedfrom their initial values after 20 msec. During the time of prompt convection and particu-larly during the rst 20 msec when prompt convection is most vigorous, the e gain radiusis very close to the shock and, consequently, the heating region for e absorption in thepostshock matter is very narrow. In contrast, the e absorbing region is signicantly wider.However, as is evident in Figure 3, the e luminosity is suppressed at this time. This is dueto the initially large value of Ye at the e-sphere, which reduces the positron abundance andthereby the production of e's by positron capture on neutrons. Therefore, even if promptconvection were to signicantly increase the e-luminosity and/or the e-luminosity, the con-ditions in the region between the e-sphere and the shock are not conducive to signicante heating, and the e-luminosity is already so small that even a factor of two enhancementwould not produce appreciable heating. To make matters worse, the mass accretion ratethrough the shock is very high immediately after shock propagation, as shown in Figure 5,causing the shock to be heavily tamped during the initial period of prompt convection whenthe convection is most vigorous. 13
Figure 5 shows that the convectively unstable region initially straddles the e- and e-spheres and then drifts outside of them. The initial eect of convection would then be toincrease the value of Ye at these neutrinospheres, because the convective mixing of electronswould tend to ll in the electron abundance trough at the expense of the greater electronabundance on either side. A larger Ye at the neutrinospheres would increase the electrondegeneracy parameter and thereby increase the e-luminosity and decrease the e-luminosity.Convective mixing would also tend to atten the negative entropy gradient. The entropywould thereby increase at the outer edge of the convective region and decrease at the inneredge, with only a marginal eect near the middle. Accordingly, the initial change in thetemperature of the neutrinospheres, which are located near the middle of the convectiveregion at this time, would be minimal. Figure 3 shows that the e- and e-luminosities areslightly increased and slightly decreased by convection, respectively, as expected from theabove discussion. The  and  sources lie mainly below the bottom of the convective regioninitially, with a small fraction of the sources extending up to the bottom. Therefore, the -and  -luminosities are slightly decreased by convection due to the reduction in entropy atthe bottom of the convective region.In no instance did we nd signicant dierences in the shock evolution between thesimulations with and without convection that we discussed here or in any of the other sets ofsimulations that we performed. In Figure 5, the shock is pushed out from 110 km to 220 kmby the rapid accretion of matter during the rst 50 msec after bounce, drifts out more slowlyfor another 90 msec, then slowly recedes, as core cooling and deleptonization predominateover mass accretion. It eventually recedes to a radius of r  170 km at tpostbounce = 300msec, when the simulation was terminated. In its general feaures, this behavior is typical ofall the models we considered.2.4 ConclusionsThe results of our investigation show that prompt convection does not play a signicant rolein the explosion mechanism of core collapse supernovae. This is due to both the limitedeect of prompt convection on the e- and e-luminosities and the fact that the structure ofthe core above the neutrinospheres is not amenable to shock revival immediately after shockstagnation, when prompt convection is most vigorous. Stated in more specic terms, ourconclusions are:(A) Convection does not dramatically aect the neutrino luminosities or their RMSenergies. Much of the e- and e-luminosity arises from thermal emission at the respective-spheres and, therefore, depends on their local thermodynamic states. These, in turn, areset mainly by the energy and leptons advected inward by the matter accreting onto theprotoneutron star. A large and strategically placed convective region might signicantly14
modify conditions at the -spheres, but we have not seen signicant eects in any of oursimulations. Because only a fraction of the e- and e-luminosity arises from the diusionof e's and e's out of the core, a convective enhancement of their transport will only aectthis fraction.(B) When prompt convection occurs, the region between the neutrinospheres and theshock is not yet in an appropriate state for signicant neutrino heating or shock revivalto occur. The e heating region is very narrow, and, although the e heating region issignicantly wider, the e luminosity is suppressed by the initially large value of Ye at theneutrinosphere. Moreover, at this time the shock is heavily tamped by the initially largemass accretion rate.(C) Negative entropy gradients are the important driving forces for prompt convection,and the production of a large negative entropy gradient requires the stagnation of an initiallystrong shock. As discussed in Bruenn and Mezzacappa [54] [57], the strength of the shock,in turn, is sensitive to the equation of state and neutrino microphysics and transport used tocompute the core collapse. Models computed with realistic neutrino transport and equationof state parameters do not produce strong shocks. The most realistic calculations tend toproduce the weakest shocks and, therefore, the least unstable regions. This is reminiscent ofthe problems associated with obtaining prompt explosions.3 Neutron Fingers3.1 IntroductionGood discussions of doubly diusive instabilites can be found in Baines and Gill [49] andGrossman et al. [59]. The basic idea of doubly diusive instabilities, of which neutron ngersis an example, can be introduced by considering the following simple model. We focus on theregion of the stellar core below the -spheres. Here, matter is equilibrated with respect to theweak interactions in addition to the strong and electromagnetic interactions. Under theseconditions, the composition and thermodynamic state of the uid, which comprises both thematter and the neutrinos, can be specied by three independent variables, which we take tobe the pressure, p, the entropy, s, and the lepton fraction, Y`. We will consider a particularuid element and denote the rest of the uid as the background. Variables referring tothe uid element will be unsubscripted, while variables referring to the background will besubscripted with the letter `b'. The background is assumed to be one-dimensional, with thecoordinate z being normal to the plane of symmetry and z = 0 being the reference position.Constant gradients in both s and Y` are assumed to be present in the background. Then15
sb(z) = sb(0) + (@sb@z ) z (13)and Y`b(z) = Y` b(0) + (@Y`b@z ) z: (14)Let the uid element be perturbed in s, Y`, and z, relative to the background, and assumethat the element always maintains pressure equilibrium with the background, i.e., assumethat p = pb. Let s and Y` be the dierences between the element's entropy and leptonfraction and the local entropy and lepton fraction of the background, respectively; i.e., lets(z) = s  sb(0)  (@sb@z ) z (15)and Y` = Y`   Y` b(0)   (@Y`b@z ) z: (16)Let us now assume the following equations for the time dependence of s and Y`: _s =   1ss  (@sb@z ) _z (17)and  _Y` =   1Y`Y`   (@Y`b@z ) _z: (18)Equations (17) and (18) state that the rates of change of s and Y` are due to (1) diusion-like processes tending to equilibrate, in s and Y`,2 the uid element with the background,with time scales s and Y` , respectively, and (2) the motion of the uid element throughgradients in sb and Y` b. We are assuming at this time that the equilibrations in s and Y`are uncoupled, i.e., that the equilibration rate in s is proportional to s, not Y`, andthat the equilibration rate in Y` is proportional to Y`, not s. The dierence between theuid element's density and the density of the background results from the dierence in theirrespective thermodynamic states and is given by2Strictly speaking, temperature and chemical potential are the appropriate variables to consider whenexamining energy and composition equilibration. For our case, in which a subregion of an homogeneoussystem is perturbed, it is permissible to refer to s and Y` equilibration.16
(z)  b(z) = s (@ ln@ ln s )Y`;ps+ Y` ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;pY`: (19)Neglecting viscosity, the uid element's equation of motion results from its buoyancy, whichderives from equation (19), and, to rst order, the equation of motion is simplyz =  gs (@ ln@ ln s )Y`;ps  gY` ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;pY`; (20)where g is the gravitational acceleration.A solution to equations (17), (18), and (20) is of the form s = sieit, Y` = Y ìeit,and z = zieit, where i is a root of the cubic equation0 = ( + 1s )( + 1Y` )  g( + 1Y` )(@ ln @ ln s )Y`;p(@ ln sb@z )  g( + 1s )( @ ln @ lnY` )s;p(@ lnY`b@z ); (21)and the constants si, Y ì, and zi are the components of the eigenvector corresponding tothe root i.The roots of equation (21) fall into two categories: either they are all real or one is realand the other two are complex conjugate pairs. Stability corresponds to the real part of allthree roots being negative, while the various unstable regimes correspond to the real partsof one or more of the roots being positive and to the magnitude of the positive root, i.e.,whether the positive root corresponds to a diusive or a dynamic growth rate. For example, anegative real root and a complex conjugate pair of roots with a positive real part correspondto overstability (semiconvection). A positive real root and a complex conjugate pair of rootswith a negative real part correspond to neutron ngers. Three real roots with at least onepositive root having a magnitude corresponding to a dynamic growth rate give convectiveinstability.These dierent stability regimes are separated by critical lines, where the character of thestability changes because the real root changes sign or the real part of a complex conjugatepair of roots changes sign. A line across which a real root changes sign is dened by thecondition that i = 0 for one of the roots. Writing equation (21) in the form0 = 3 +A2 +B + C; (22)17
this condition will be guaranteed if C = 0 in equation (22) or, from equation (21), if0 = 1Y` (@ ln @ ln s )Y`;p(@ ln sb@z ) + 1s ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;p(@ lnY` b@z ): (23)A line across which the real part of a complex conjugate pair of roots changes sign is denedby the condition that 1 =  2 for two of the roots. Using the fact that A =  1 2 3,B = 12 + 13 + 23, and C =  123, this condition will be satised if AB = C or,from equation (21), if0 = 1s (@ ln @ ln s )Y` ;p(@ ln sb@z ) + 1Y` ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;p(@ lnY` b@z ): (24)To interpret these results, it is convenient to regard the coecients of  in equation (21)as functions of (@ ln sb@z ) and (@ lnY` b@z ). Figure 6 shows the (@ lnY` b@z ){(@ ln sb@z ) plane, which isscaled using the intrinsically positive (for most thermodynamic states, but see Section 3.4)quantities  ( @ ln@ lnYe )s;P and  (@ ln@ ln s )Ye;P . Hereafter, we will refer to this plane as the stabilityplane. If both time scales, s and Y` , are the same, the two critical lines dened by equations(23) and (24) merge into line AB, the Ledoux stability line. If the two time scales dier, thetwo critical lines become distinct and divide the stability plane into four regions, as shownby the lines CD and EF in Figure 6. If both (@ ln sb@z ) and (@ lnY` b@z ) are positive, A, B, and Cin equation (22) are positive, and all three real roots or the one real root and the real part ofthe complex conjugate pair of roots are negative. Therefore, region W in the stability planecorresponds to stability. If Y` > s, equation (23) corresponds to line CD and equation (24)corresponds to line EF. In moving clockwise from region W, a real root changes sign acrossline CD; in moving counterclockwise from region W, the real part of a complex conjugatepair of roots changes sign. In this case, region Z corresponds to neutron ngers, region Xto semiconvection, and region Y to convective instability. Region Z, which is neutron ngerunstable, involves a positive entropy gradient and a negative lepton fraction gradient. Theseare the conditions that arise in a collapsed stellar core after prompt convection, and theinequality, Y` > s, or something equivalent to it, is usually given as justication for thepresence of neutron ngers. On the other hand, if Y` < s, lines CD and EF switch theirroles, and region X then corresponds to neutron ngers and region Z to semiconvection.18
3.2 Application to Stellar MatterTo investigate the doubly diusive stability of the matter in the collapsed core of a massivestar, we have used the general moment formalism of Grossman et al. [59] to derive stabilitycriteria in the linear regime. Our equations dier from theirs because (a) we take entropyand lepton fraction to be the independent variables (versus their use of temperature andmolecular weight), (b) we must consider the additional complication of energy and leptontransport by neutrinos (versus the transport of heat and salt), and (c) we must contend withthe existence of nonzero e and e chemical potentials. Expressing the resulting equationsin a form analogous to equations (17) and (18), we nd that _s =   1nBkT [ 1E(t)(@E@s )Y`;p   eY`(t)(@n`@s )Y`;p]s  1nBkT [ 1E(t)( @E@Y` )s;p   eY`(t)(@n`@Y` )s;p]Y`   (@sb@z ) _z (25)and  _Y` =   1nBY`(t)(@n`@s )Y`;ps  1nBY`(t)(@n`@Y` )s;pY`   (@Y`b@z ) _z; (26)where nB is the baryon number, n` the lepton number, e the electron neutrino chemicalpotential, and where we have replaced the entropy equilibration timescale s with the energyequilibration timescale E, which is more physically related to neutrino transport. Equations(25) and (26) dier from equations (17) and (18), which are their simple-model counterparts,in that (a) perturbations in both s and Y` drive  _s and  _Y`, 3 (b) the quantities insidethe brackets multiplying s and Y` in equation (25) can have either sign, depending on therelative magnitudes of E and Y` , and (c) the timescales E and Y` are now time dependent.Points (a) and (b) imply that the stable and unstable regions in the stability plane can becompletely dierent from the example given in the preceding section. Point (c) is imposedon us by many numerical experiments that indicate that the neutrino mediated energy andlepton equilibration of a uid element with the background cannot be characterized by asingle set of timescales. This is due to the fact that these timescales depend on the meanenergy of the neutrinos mediating the equilibration, and this mean neutrino energy varieswith time. Because E and Y` are time dependent, the investigation of the doubly diusivestability of stellar core matter is a nonlinear problem.3In a uid description of neutrinos, energy and lepton ows are each driven by an analogous linearcombination of temperature and chemical potential gradients [60].19
In the next several sections we provide some numerical examples indicating that stellarcore matter is not neutron nger unstable.3.3 Energy and Lepton Equilibration RatesIn this section, we present several numerical experiments that indicate that, counterintu-itively, neutrino mediated lepton equilibration is, if anything, faster than neutrino mediatedenergy equilibration. One of the reasons for assuming that energy equilibration is fasterthan lepton equilibration is that all six neutrino types transport energy, whereas only twoneutrino types transport leptons { and these are of opposite lepton number.The experiments consist of perturbing a spherical uid element in an innite backgroundand then letting neutrino transport reequilibrate the uid element with the background. Weconsider two dierent kinds of perturbations, which we shall refer to respectively as `isother-mal' and `adiabatic', after cosmological matter perturbations. To generate an isothermalperturbation, we allow the neutrinos to equilibrate with both the uid element and thebackground before the perturbation is made. Once equilibration has been achieved, the tem-perature and/or lepton fraction of the uid element is changed, without changing anythinghaving to do with the neutrinos, and the density is adjusted such that pressure equilibriumbetween the uid element and the background is maintained. The uid element is nowisothermally perturbed. To nish the experiment, neutrino transport is then turned on, andthe uid element and the background are allowed to reequilibrate, with pressure equilibriummaintained at all times. To generate an adiabatic perturbation, the temperature and/orlepton fraction of the uid element is changed initially, and the neutrinos are then allowed toequilibrate locally with the matter. Neutrino transport is turned o at this time. Once localequilibration has been achieved, the uid element has been adiabatically perturbed. To nishthe experiment, neutrino transport is turned on, and the uid element and the backgroundare allowed to reequilibrate. Again, pressure equilibrium between the uid element and thebackground is maintained at all times. In summary, an isothermal perturbation consists ofa perturbation of the matter against the background of a uniform neutrino sea; an adiabaticperturbation consists of a perturbation of both the matter and the neutrinos such that thetwo are everywhere in local thermodynamic equilibrium with each other. Unless otherwisestated, results discussed below are independent of whether the perturbation is isothermal oradiabatic.Figure 7 shows the equilibration of a uid element with the background, after beingsubjected to an adiabatic temperature perturbation, mediated by  and  neutrino pairs only,compared with the equilibration mediated by all neutrino types. It is evident from the twocases, which are typical of regions below the neutrinospheres in a postshock stellar core, thatequilibration mediated by  and  neutrino pairs is about an order of magnitude slower than20
equilibration mediated by all neutrinos. The reason for this is: despite their rapid transport,the  and  neutrino pairs are only weakly coupled to the matter in energy, exchangingenergy with the matter principally by neutrino-electron scattering and the pair process. Theresult is that, for typical postshock conditions in the core below the neutrinospheres,  and neutrino pairs do not contribute signicantly to energy equilibration.Consequently, the task of thermally and chemically equilibrating a uid element with thebackground is left to the e's and e's. Because e's and e's carry unit lepton number ofopposite sign, transport of e's and e's in the same direction will cause energy transportto be additive and lepton transport to be subtractive. The opposite will be the case ifthe transport of e's and e's is oppositely directed. Thus, it is not obvious which willbe faster, thermal or chemical equilibration, but the doubly diusive instability of stellarmatter may hinge on the answer to this question. We have therefore performed a numberof numerical experiments concerning the rates of thermal and chemical equilibration. Theresults of a typical experiment are displayed in Figure 8, which shows several time slices ofthe thermal and chemical equilibration of a uid element after being isothermally perturbed.As a measure of the chemical equilibration, we plot the quantity e   ̂  e   (n   p),which is the chemical potential the e's would have if chemically equilibrated with the matter.Dierences between the uid element and the background in the value of this quantity aremeasures of the lepton disequilibrium between them and of the chemical forces driving etransport. It is seen from the gure that e   ̂ for the uid element and the backgroundapproach equality more rapidly than the corresponding temperatures, which indicates, inthis case, that the lepton equilibration rate exceeds the thermal equilibration rate. Thereasons for this are: (a) The ratio of the uid element's energy (matter plus neutrinos), E,to the energy, Ee, of the e's in the uid element considerably exceeds the ratio of the uidelement's lepton number, N`, to the number, Ne, of e's in the uid element; i.e.,EEe  N`Ne : (27)Because the left-hand side of inequality (27) represents the number of \trips" a typical ewould have to make for Ne of them to transport an energy E and the right-hand siderepresents the number of trips the same e would have to make for Ne of them to transporta lepton number N`, more e's are required to transport and equilibrate a given fraction ofthe uid element's energy than the same fraction of the uid element's leptons. The sameis true for the e's. (b) For this perturbation, which is positive in Y` and negative in T(representative of the perturbation with respect to the background a uid element wouldexperience if it were outwardly displaced through a positive s gradient and a negative Y`gradient), e- and e-ows are oppositely directed most of the time and, therefore, subtractive21
in energy transport and additive in lepton transport.3.4 The Neutron Finger Instability in Stellar CoresConsider the evolution of the thermodynamic structure of a postshock stellar core after theepisode of prompt convection. At this time, prompt convection has leveled any negativeentropy gradients left over from the failed shock, and neutrino diusion is smoothing theentropy prole from its low, unshocked value (s  1) near the core center to its much higher,postshock value (s  8) at the neutrinospheres, leaving the entropy gradient generally pos-itive in the region between the core center and the neutrinospheres. At the same time, ediusion is smoothing (and deepening) the lepton prole from its low value (Y`  0:1) at thee-sphere to its higher postcollapse value (Y`  0:3) at the core center, leaving the leptongradient generally negative in the region between the core center and the neutrinospheres.Let us consider the core at a time when its thermodynamic structure has acquired a positiveentropy gradient and a negative lepton gradient below the neutrinospheres. This thermo-dynamic setting, together with the assumption that neutrino transport will mediate a rapidthermal diusion and a slower lepton diusion, is the usual justication for concluding thatthe stellar matter below the neutrinospheres is neutron nger unstable. However, we have notfound this instability in any region of the core having the above thermodynamic structure.We begin by considering the derivative ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;P as a function of Y`. Unlike (@ ln@ ln s )Y`;P ,which is negative in all regions of the core, ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;P is negative for large Y` but becomes lessnegative and eventually changes sign as Y` decreases. This is due to a competition betweenthe lepton pressure, which increases with increasing Y`, and the pressure due to nuclearand Coulomb eects, which increases with decreasing Y`. Let us refer to the value of Y` atwhich ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;P changes sign as the `critical value'. Then, for the Lattimer-Swesty equationof state, the critical value of Y` is 0:132 for  = 1012 g cm 3 and T = 5:3 MeV, while, for = 1013 g cm 3 and T = 10:7 MeV, the critical value is 0:148. These critical values are abouta factor of two larger than the values of Y` characterizing much of the core at late times.In particular, the values of Y` in the region between  = 1011 g cm 3 and  = 1012 g cm 3generally fall below their critical values within 30 msec after bounce. The important pointis that, when ( @ ln@ lnY` )s;P becomes positive, the character of the doubly diusive instability ofthe matter changes. Referring to the stability plane shown in Figure 6, a change in the signof ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;P from negative to positive causes the stability regions and critical lines to reectabout the horizontal axis, and matter with a positive entropy gradient and a negative leptongradient becomes stable. Physically, an adiabatic outward perturbation of a uid elementresults in its having a higher Y` and a lower s than the background. The negative value of(@ ln @ ln s )Y`;P and the positive value of ( @ ln@ lnY` )s;P both cause the density of the uid element tobe higher than the background density, when the two are pressure equilibrated, and the uid22
element is forced back to its unperturbed position. We therefore conclude that the postshockcore matter is stable against neutron ngers (and other instabilities) once the values of Y`fall below their critical values. For matter below the neutrinospheres, this happens in  30msec for densities up to 1012 g cm 3, as mentioned above, and in  200 msec for densitiesup to 1013 g cm 3.Now consider a region of the core for which the values of Y` have not yet fallen below theircritical values. Consider the special case in which the magnitude of the negative gradientin Y`, relative to the magnitude of the positive gradient in s, is such that a uid element isneutrally stable according to the Ledoux criterion; i.e., assume that the gradients in s and Y`are represented by a point on line AB in the lower right-hand quadrant of the stability planein Figure 6. This means that, if a uid element is adiabatically displaced outwards, its greaterY` relative to the background at its displaced position causes its density to be lower thanthe background density, when the two are pressure equilibrated, and its smaller s relative tothe background causes its density to be higher than the background density. These eectsexactly cancel for our choice of the relative values of the gradients in s and Y`, and the uidelement in its displaced position nds itself with the same density as the background density.Now consider the eects of neutrino transport. If neutrinos begin to equilibrate the uidelement with the background, in entropy,4 faster than they equilibrate the two in leptons,the density of the uid element will tend to decrease, by virtue of its increased entropy, morerapidly than its tendency to increase, by virtue of its reduced Y`. The net eect is that thedensity of the uid element will decrease, and the uid element will be induced to rise aboveits displaced position on a diusion time scale. This is the essence of the neutron ngerinstability. If the equilibration in leptons is more rapid than the equilibration in entropy,the density of the uid element will rise above the background density and a restoring forcewill accelerate the uid element back toward its original position. Unless viscosity dampsthe resulting motion, the uid element will begin to oscillate, and the phase of the drivingforce will cause the amplitude to grow, i.e., the uid element will be overstable. This is theessence of the semiconvective instability.Because E and Y` are time dependent, the stability equations (equations (25) and (26))are nonlinear, and it is therefore dicult to proceed analytically. Accordingly, we have ex-amined the instability of the core by performing numerical experiments. We have consideredboth adiabatic and isothermal perturbations of a uid element. We make these equivalentto an outward perturbation through a positive s gradient and a negative Y` gradient suchthat the uid element is left neutrally stable, i.e., we decrease s and increase Y` of the uidelement so that its density remains unchanged when it is pressure equilibrated with thebackground. Neutrino transport is then turned on, and we monitor the resultant change in4See the footnote in Section 3.1. 23
the mass-averaged density of the uid element. (We also monitor the change in the densityof each mass zone of the uid element to check that the time dependence of the densityof each of these mass zones follows, in general, the time dependence of the mass average.This is to ensure that, for example, what looks like stability for the mass average is notmasking instabilities on smaller length scales.) Figure 9 shows the results of several of theseexperiments. The value of Y` is chosen in each case to ensure that ( @ ln@ lnY` )s;P is negative. Itis evident from the gure that, as the neutrino mediated equilibration proceeds, the densityof the uid element, which is initially the same as the background density, increases over thebackground's density (reecting the faster lepton equilibration) until equilibration in bothentropy and leptons has been achieved. From this, and many similar numerical experiments,we conclude that regions of the core for which the values of Y` have not yet fallen belowtheir critical values (the matter is therefore subject to doubly diusive instabilities) are notneutron nger unstable. In this case, instability against neutron ngers would require thatthe matter possess gradients in s and Y` that map to a point in the opposite quadrant of thestability plane, i.e., negative s and positive Y` gradients.3.5 ConclusionsWe have derived equations for doubly diusive instabilities in hot and dense stellar matterwith neutrinos and have found that they must be regarded as nonlinear. Proceeding numer-ically, we have ascertained that matter below the neutrinosphere in a collapsed, postshockstellar core is at no time unstable to neutron ngers. Stated in more specic but brief terms,we have found that:(A) Below a critical value of Y`, which is about twice the typical value of Y` found inmost of the core at late times, the sign of the derivative ( @ ln @ lnY` )s;P changes from negative topositive, which changes the doubly diusive stability of the uid. In particular, the presenceof a positive s gradient and a negative Y` gradient, which made possible the neutron ngerinstability when ( @ ln@ lnY` )s;P was negative, now renders the uid stable.(B) Above the critical value of Y`, neutron nger instability is possible but fails to occurbecause the lepton equilibration rate of a uid element with the background is greater thanthe thermal equilibration rate. The reasons for this are:1. The low-energy transfer rate between matter and  and  pairs results in their con-tributing little, in comparison with e's and e's, to the neutrino mediated thermalequilibration of a uid element with the background.2. Under typical transport conditions, more e's and e's are required to transport andequilibrate a given fraction of the uid element's energy than the same fraction of theuid element's leptons. 24
3. Perturbations of a uid element consistent with a positive s gradient and a negative Y`gradient result in e- and e-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Figure CaptionsFigure 1: The ratio of ( @ ln@ lnYe )s;P to (@ ln@ ln s )Ye ;P , denoted by R in the text, as a functionof  for various values of s.Figure 2: The entropy and electron fraction proles for model WPE15 ls (180), whichis used as initial conditions for our simulations of prompt convection described in the text.Figure 3: A comparison of the neutrino luminosities at  = 1012 g cm 3 (below the-spheres) and r = 1000 km (above the -spheres) for two simulations initiated from theconguration shown in Figure 2. One simulation includes prompt convection, the other (thereference simulation) does not.Figure 4: A comparison of the RMS neutrino energies at r = 1000 km (above the-spheres) for two simulations initiated from the conguration shown in Figure 2. Onesimulation includes prompt convection, the other (the reference simulation) does not.Figure 5: The e and e neutrinosphere radii, e and e gain radii, shock radius, andmass accretion rate through the shock as a function of time for model WPE15 ls (180),convection on.Figure 6: The stability plane, as described in the text.Figure 7: A comparison of thermal equilibration mediated by  and  neutrino pairswith that mediated by all neutrinos for two sets of unperturbed states, denoted by thesubscripts `eq'. The radius of the perturbed uid element is R.Figure 8: A comparison of the thermal and chemical equilibration, mediated by allneutrinos, of an isothermally perturbed uid element of radius R with an unperturbed statespecied by the variables with subscripts `eq'.Figure 9: The density as a function of time of an isothermally and adiabatically per-turbed uid element of radius R with an unperturbed state specied by the variables withsubscripts `eq'. The density changes as a result of energy and lepton ows mediated by allneutrinos. The perturbations are chosen to represent an outward displacement of the uidelement in a positive s gradient and a negative Y` gradient, and the relative gradients arechosen so that the density of the uid element immediately after the perturbation, whenpressure equilibrated with the background, is the same as the background density, which isdenoted by the horizontal line. 29
